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Last updated on 2/25/2018 AutoCAD Version History AutoCAD is a popular commercial CAD software application released by Autodesk in 1983. AutoCAD was originally available as a desktop app, and was later introduced as a web-based app. AutoCAD History (1982 - present) AutoCAD
Version Number Description 1982-5.0 1982 Early versions of the AutoCAD R14 software were not published for customer use. 1982-10.0 1982 Added new functions such as an improved drawing window, and a spline shape tool. 1982-11.0 1982 Introduced a new user interface, enabling non-
programmer CAD operators to design and edit drawings. 1982-12.0 1982 Introduced direct drawing on raster graphics displays. 1982-12.1 1982 Added the ability to apply line styles to line objects. 1982-12.2 1982 Added the ability to view and edit text. 1982-12.3 1982 Introduced automatic
equalization of text in drawings. 1982-12.4 1982 Added the ability to create and edit areas. 1982-12.5 1982 Introduced the ability to have different plot symbols for different layers. 1982-12.6 1982 Introduced the ability to make walls and shadows. 1982-12.7 1982 Introduced the ability to
make arbitrary polyline changes in DWG files. 1982-12.8 1982 Introduced the ability to link labels to objects and associate objects with other objects. 1982-12.9 1982 Introduced the ability to share objects between drawings. 1982-12.10 1982 Introduced a shared workspace. 1982-12.11
1982 Introduced a shared legend. 1982-12.12 1982 Introduced a shared file folder. 1982-12.13 1982 Introduced a shared drawing palette. 1982-12.14 1982 Introduced the ability to change the name of a group of objects. 1982-12.15 1982 Introduced the ability to change the owner and
category of an object. 1982-12.16 1982 Introduced the ability to use text as a handle to move objects. 1982-12.17 1982 Introduced the ability to change the name of a selection. 1982-12.18 1982 Introduced the ability to change the origin of a group of objects. 1982-12.19 1982 Introduced
the ability to create a zoomed drawing of a group of objects. 1982-12.20 1982 Introduced the ability to move a group of objects by selection. 1982-12.21 1982 Introduced the ability to automatically create an enclosed region from a selection.

AutoCAD Download

[Autodesk®] Designer.NET is a development environment for Windows operating system that provides Windows application development. Designer.NET supports AutoLISP, Visual LISP, XML, and C#, and works with a number of AutoCAD Crack Free Download drawing tools. Adobe Flash
Builder 4.5 for AutoCAD is a web application framework that supports AutoLISP and Visual LISP. Graphic applications Several AutoCAD graphic applications are available for Microsoft Windows and Linux, Mac OS and various other platforms: AutoCAD Mechanical : Engineering design and
analysis software. AutoCAD Electrical : Electrical design and analysis software. AutoCAD MEP : Mechanical engineering, electrical, and plumbing design and analysis software. AutoCAD Architectural : Architectural design software. AutoCAD Civil 3D : Civil engineering and environmental
design software. AutoCAD 360 : Platform design and analysis software. AutoCAD 360 360 : Mobile platform design and analysis software. AutoCAD 360 Custom Design : 3D modeling software for architectural and interior design. AutoCAD 360 AEC : Architectural and environmental design
software. AutoCAD 360 FLEX : Interior design software. AutoCAD 360 Design : Multi-disciplinary design software. Visual programming languages AutoLISP and Visual LISP are the two visual programming languages used by AutoCAD. Visual LISP is a scripting language that is designed to be
easy to use and intuitive. It is based on the BASIC programming language. In Visual LISP, macros are similar to subroutines in traditional programming languages. In AutoLISP, macros can operate on specific objects, whereas in Visual LISP macros operate on a certain selection of objects. In
Visual LISP, you can call macros from any object using the CallMacro() function. AutoLISP provides the Application Programming Interface for Autodesk 3D Studio Max and Maya to allow direct communication with Autodesk's products. This interface allows automated creation and
manipulation of new assets, animation, animations, camera motion, batch, script and other tasks. Another way to use AutoLISP is to create custom AutoCAD macros or Visual LISP add-ons. Many third-party developers have created add-ons to extend AutoCAD. Visual LISP is one of the
programs that can be used to create add- af5dca3d97
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AutoCAD Crack

Press the following keys simultaneously: "4", "2", "0" and "3" to activate the key. Wait for autocad to start. The Activation key opens the program. Press F1 to get help. Type in the new Serial. Press OK. You have successfully activated the Serial Number. Type in the new Title. Press OK. You
have successfully modified the Title. Type in the new Description. Press OK. You have successfully modified the Description. Type in the new Activation Date. Press OK. You have successfully modified the Activation Date. Type in the new Activation Date. Press OK. You have successfully
modified the Activation Date. ![](1.jpg) Now, we need to make a list of test keys. 1) **LEFT ALIGNMENT TEST** Use your left mouse button to drag the triangles in front of the cells at the first column, cells at the second column and cells at the third column to check if the order of the cells
remains correct. ![](2.jpg) ![](3.jpg) ![](4.jpg) 2) **RIGHT ALIGNMENT TEST** Click on the cell and then use your right mouse button to drag the triangles in front of the cells at the first column, cells at the second column and cells at the third column to check if the order of the cells remains
correct. ![](5.jpg) ![](6.jpg) ![](7.jpg) 3) **LEFT RIGHT TEST** Use your left mouse button to drag the triangles in front of the cells at the first column, cells at the second column and cells at the third column to check if the order of the cells remains correct. ![](8.jpg) ![](9.jpg) ![](10.jpg) 4)
**TOP BOTTOM TEST** Use your left mouse button to drag the triangles in front of the cells at the first column, cells at the second column and cells at the third column to check if the order of the cells remains correct. ![](11.jpg) ![](12.jpg) ![](13.jpg) 5) **TOP CENT

What's New In?

Animate to other drawing elements: Quickly and easily animate to drawing elements in your drawings. AutoCAD 2D animation has been enhanced. Now you can animate to 3D models and drawings without using AutoCAD 3D (video: 2:50 min.) 3D modeling and drawing commands: Edit,
view, and navigate in 3D models with the 3D modeling tools (video: 1:45 min.) Use the 3D modeling tools to add views to a 3D model, 3D print your model, move in and out of your model, rotate and flip your model, and check for size errors. (video: 2:00 min.) Integrated digital and physical
prototyping: Use the 3D modeling tools to make interactive models for 3D printing and physical prototyping. You can create and edit 3D models with the same power and ease of use as the 2D design tools. You can edit your model, including adding and removing objects, editing your color
and linetype settings, and modifying your model’s perspective and view. (video: 1:50 min.) Two new 2D features: View drawings as you change your 2D design by enabling the Draw 2D As You Edit option. This option enables you to continue to edit 2D designs as you add new, edit, and
remove objects in 3D. The new 2D editing commands that AutoCAD 2D offers are a great way to start using your 3D model. When you place 2D symbols on the 3D model surface, you can immediately edit or remove them. Edit or delete the 2D objects on the model and then continue to work
on your 3D design. (video: 2:15 min.) Rasterize a drawing when you draw in 3D: When you select Rasterize and create your first polyline or polygon on a 3D surface, you can continue to work on your 3D design while your drawing is rasterized. The 3D model remains editable as you continue
to work with 2D objects in AutoCAD. Rasterizing can significantly reduce the time it takes to edit a 3D design because you can work on the model as you create the 2D objects. (video: 1:20 min.) Collapse a surface: Use the Collapse surface command to collapse surfaces that do not
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Microsoft Windows® XP, Vista, or Windows 7 1 GHz processor or faster 2 GB RAM 800 x 600 minimum resolution 2 GB of free space The free trial period is limited to two hours of usage per day. Requirements for Unlocked Version: The free version of this app only lets you buy 20 coins for $1.
However, you can use the app without buying coins and by simply viewing the amount you have remaining, how many coins you have left to buy, or how much you have earned. If you
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